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Desert dust is one of the most important contributors to the atmospheric aerosol burden
(some Gt/year). For long term climate investigations, it is particularly important to
accurately model the global cycle of these aerosols. For regional studies, a satisfying
solution consists in using a mesoscale model coupled online with a comprehensive
dust production model (DPM). Nevertheless, a severe difficulty arises when dealing
with intense dust sources located in regions characterized by a small extension and a
complex topography. These particular points are called “dust hot spots” and deserve
special attention as their contributions to the annual dust cycle are far from being
negligible. Famous hot spots are, for instance, the Owens Lake (United States) or the
Bodélé depression (Northern Chad).
The Bodélé depression is believed to be the single largest source for the Saharan dust

transported over the Atlantic Ocean, especially that emerging in the Gulf of Guinea in
boreal winter. During the Bodélé Dust Experiment 2005 (BoDEx 2005), which was
performed in February-March 2005, a severe dust event was observed and some of its
main characteristics (surface wind, dust concentrations, radiation) were recorded.
We show the capability of a mesoscale model coupled online with a DPM to reproduce
the small scale features associated to this dust event. These simulations clearly show
that well resolved wind fields are required to reproduce the observations satisfactorily.
For climatologic studies, this small scale method may be used, for instance, to design
simple corrective algorithms when using global circulation model, which are, for the
moment, unable to properly represent the aeolian dust uptake in such regions.

